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At blu-3, we firmly believe that businesses have a significant role to play 
in ending modern-day slavery. This means we make a substantial commitment 

to supply chain transparency and human rights due diligence enabling 
us to eliminate exploitative behaviour.

Modern Slavery Pledge

What is Modern Slavery?
Modern slavery in 2020 involves the process of recruitment and movement of people 

through the use of threats, deception and coercion. It can take many forms, 
but one of the most common is forced labour.

This is a global problem and it is happening RIGHT NOW in the construction industry.

Slavery in the Construction Supply Chain
The Modern Slavery Act, introduced in 2015, 
requires all businesses with an annual turnover 
of £36million or more to report on the steps 
they are taking to identify and eradicate modern 
slavery. This is to ensure companies across 
full end-to-end supply chains are complying 
with the law. 
 
Despite baseline legislation, blu-3 feels that the 
construction and infrastructure supply chain 
can go even further to enhance its social 
responsibilities. With this in mind, we are 
encouraging our partners, who fall under 
the £36million threshold, to join with us in 
a pledge to voluntarily abide by the Modern 
Slavery Act, whether applicable to their 
business or not.

By agreeing to this pledge, blu-3 and its partners 
can significantly reduce the risk of modern slavery, 
across our supply chain and beyond, ensuring that 
within our power no individuals suffer from this 
practice. We hope our partners and counterpart 
businesses will collaborate and join us 
in this pledge.

If you agree to this, please have a responsible 
authorised member of your company sign 
the pledge below:

blu-3 kindly thanks you for your co-operation on this vital matter.
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